Research area: culture studies. 
At the same time, comprehension of essence of the idea of "Russian identity" of this image takes on particular significance today.
The specifics of the historical path of Russia, largely predetermined by Tsar Ivan, strengthen the scientific search for a national identity.
The extraordinary relevance of the problem is associated with modern crisis of identity. It is caused by the processes of globalization and manifested in the destruction of the nationalcultural identity and the loss of a sense of spiritual originality in the many countries of the world. Parfentiev, 2014 Parfentiev, , 2015 . As predecessors we call Georges Bizet (opera "Ivan IV", 1865); Anton Rubinstein (musical painting "Ivan the Terrible", 1869; the opera "Merchant Kalashnikov", 1880); Peter Tchaikovsky (the opera "Oprichnik", 1872), Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov (the operas "Pskovityanka" ("The Maid of Pskov"), 1873; "Vera Sheloga", 1898; "The Tsar's Bride", 1899). 
